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Abstract—Interoperable cross-border clinical data exchange is an ambitious goal with several challenges, the most prominent ones being the structural differences in the EHR standards and the different terminologies used for semantic encodings of the data elements used in the EHRs.

In this article, we address the structural interoperability problem of the EHRs by adapting the UN/CEFACT Core Component Technical Specification to define a mapping among the document components of EHRs as specified through HL7 CDA R2 and CEN EN 13606-1 standards. Then in order to address the semantic interoperability, we describe how to use the HL7 Common Terminology Services (CTS) to translate the codes from different code systems. For this purpose, we give implementations of CTS functions in terms of the Web service operations of one of the prominent terminology servers, namely, UMLSKS. Finally, we describe a method to map locally developed codes to their international counterparts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An Electronic Healthcare Record (EHR) is defined as “digitally stored health care information about an individual’s lifetime with the purpose of supporting continuity of care, education and research, and ensuring confidentiality at all times” [1]. There are several EHR content standards which aim to provide standard interfaces to existing proprietary systems. The most prominent efforts include the Health Level Seven Clinical Document Architecture [2], CEN EN 13606 Electronic Health Record Communication [3] and openEHR [4]. Such standards define the structure and markup of the clinical content. In [5], an extensive survey and analysis of EHR standards are presented.

In exchanging EHRs, because EHRs contain clinical information critical for patient safety, there is a general agreement that the EHRs must contain human readable text. For example, a valid HL7 CDA document cannot contain authenticated entries without textual representation [6].

On the other hand, CDA has a very powerful information model that is derived from the HL7 RIM. HL7 RIM is, in fact, developed to provide machine to machine interoperability of exchanged messages in the healthcare domain. By the help of RIM entry classes such as Act, Observation or SubstanceAdministration and supporting code systems, many complicated clinical statements can be represented in a CDA document in a fully machine-understandable way. For instance, by using the “SubstanceAdministration” class, it is possible to model even the most detailed prescription. Furthermore, new eHealth applications are emerging that necessitate to use the EHRs for machine to machine interoperability. The example applications include sharing the data collected from the medical sensors [7], [8]; sharing the “Emergency Data Set”s of patients containing mainly coded elements showing the current allergies and medications [9], [10]; gathering statistics from the coded elements in EHRs to be used in decision support systems for efficient management and monitoring of national healthcare policies [11]; updating personal healthcare records through EHRs [12]; and bio-surveillance by checking the critical coded elements in EHRs [13].

Additionally, today many countries or regions are developing their national or regional electronic healthcare infrastructures with the ultimate aim of sharing the EHRs of the patients across borders or regions. For example, in the USA, sharing EHRs through National Health Information Network (NHIN) [14] by providing interoperability among the Regional Health Information Organizations (RHIOs) has become a priority. Similar efforts include the Health Infoway in Canada [15], the NHS Connecting for Health in the United Kingdom [16], the Dossier Medical Personnel (DMP) in France [17] and the National Health Information System (Saglik-Net) in Turkey [11].

The EHR exchange brings up the following challenges:

- The interoperability of EHR structures: The first problem in cross border EHR schema interoperability is that even when the countries use the same standard, there can be many different ways of organizing the clinical information: the same information can be expressed through different document components and the components can be nested differently.

In order to address this problem, we propose to adapt the UN/CEFACT Core Component Technical Specification (CCTS) [18] to the eHealth domain. CCTS recommends to build the documents starting from the basic core components and organizing them to aggregate core components in the business domain. This corresponds to building a Health Data Dictionary defining the commonly used healthcare data elements and creating Minimum Health Data Sets from these data elements in the eHealth domain. This approach standardizes the basic components and how they are composed to create the Minimum Health Data Sets. Finally, the related Minimum Health Data Sets can be composed to create the EHRs.
The second problem is the use of different EHR standards. In order to address this problem, we identify the correspondences between the basic document components of the two prominent EHR standards namely, HL7 v3 CDA R2 and CEN EN 13606-1 and then describe how to transform a source EHR schema in one standard into a target EHR schema in another standard by using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT) rules [19].

- **Semantic Interoperability**: Semantic interoperability implies that not only the structure of the EHRs, but the exchanged content is interoperable. In the healthcare domain semantic encoding of the data elements is achieved by using coded terms from code systems like LOINC [20] or SNOMED CT [21]. Different countries may be using different code systems and may additionally have local code systems. Therefore, even when the document schema can be processed without a problem at the receiving end, the terms used may be undecipherable.

To be able to map different code systems, we propose to use HL7 Common Terminology Services (CTS). In order to access the existing terminology servers using CTS, CTS interfaces must be mapped to the interfaces of the terminology servers. For this purpose, we give implementations of CTS functions in terms of the Web Service operations of one of the prominent terminology servers, namely, Unified Medical Language System Knowledge Source Server (UMLSKS) [22]. Finally, we describe a method to map locally developed codes to their international counterparts.

Cross border interoperability of EHRs also involve the communication and transport protocols, patient identifiers, the professional identifiers as well as security and privacy provisions. However, within the scope of this article, we focus on the EHR schema and semantic interoperability.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II summarizes the enabling technologies and the standards. In Section III, the interoperability of the EHRs are addressed at the structural level and the use of the UN/CEFACT CCTS approach to handle structural differences in the EHRs conforming to the same standard is described. In order to address the interoperability of different EHR standards, the correspondences between the basic document components of the two prominent EHR standards namely, HL7 v3 CDA R2 and CEN EN 13606-1, are identified and then the required transformations are realized by using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT) rules. In Section IV, we address the interoperability of EHRs at the semantic level by describing the implementation of CTS functions in terms of the Web service operations of UMLSKS [22]. Section V presents a summary of experimental results. Finally, Section VI concludes the article.

II. ENABLING STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGIES

This section briefly introduces the standards and technologies used in this work.

A. HL7 CDA

HL7 Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) is a document markup standard that specifies the structure and semantics of a clinical document (such as a discharge summary or progress note) for the purpose of exchange [2]. By definition, a valid CDA document is encoded in Extensible Markup Language (XML) and validates against the CDA Schema once all extensions have been removed from the instance. However, CDA Schema cannot validate every aspect of conformance because XML Schema is incapable of describing the full abstract CDA Reference Information Model (RIM) [23] based model. Conformance to the CDA specification is best tested using a Model Interchange Format (MIF) based validation tool [24] given that the MIF is a full expression of the abstract CDA model [25].

A CDA document has two main parts, the header and the body. So far, HL7 has released two versions of CDA. In the CDA Release 1 (R1), only the header part is derived from the RIM. In the CDA Release 2 (R2), in addition to the header part, the clinical content in the document body is also derived from the RIM. Therefore the CDA R2 model enables the formal representation of clinical statements through CDA Entry classes, namely, Act, Observation, ObservationMedia, SubstanceAdministration, Supply, Procedure, RegionOfInterest, Encounter, Organizer.

A CDA header provides information on the authentication, the encounter, the patient, and the involved providers whereas the CDA body includes the clinical report. The body part can be either an unstructured blob or a structured hierarchy which involves one or more section components. Within a section, narrative blocks and CDA entries are defined. Machine-processable clinical statements are represented by these CDA entries whereas the narrative blocks are human readable forms.

B. CEN EN 13606

CEN EN 13606, also known as Electronic Health Record Communication (EHRcom) consists of five parts:

1) **Reference Model** specifies the information architecture of the EHR data exchanged between systems and services.

2) **Archetypes Interchange Specification** specifies the Archetype Model and the language which are used to constrain the data.

3) **Reference Archetypes and Term Lists** presents some reference archetypes and specifies the code lists which are used with the standard.

4) **Security** specifies the privileges and regulations necessary to access data.

5) **Interface Specification** defines a set of interfaces by which the artifacts defined in 13606 Parts 1, 2 and 4 may be requested and provided.

Currently, Parts 1 to 4 are published standards and Part 5 is at the final stages of the ballots phase [26]. The root class of CEN EN 13606-1 [3] is the “EHR_Extract” for representing part or all of the EHRs of a single patient. It contains zero or more “Folder’s” while “Folder’s may have nested “Folder’s”. A “Composition” resides in a “Folder” via links or directly in the
“EHR Extract”. “Section’s” are contained in “Composition”’s while “Section’s” may have nested “Section’s. An “Entry” is either contained within a “Composition” or located under a “Section”. An “Entry” contains “Element” instances which are optionally contained within a “Cluster” hierarchy. The leaf node of the “EHR Extract” hierarchy is the “Element” class which holds a single data value.

Part 3 of the 13606 standard also provides mappings for some of the HL7 Clinical Statement classes such as Act, Procedure and Supply.

C. Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)

The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [27] is a controlled compendium of many medical vocabularies, also providing a mapping structure between them. One of the main knowledge components of UMLS is the Metathesaurus that forms the base of the UMLS and comprises over one million biomedical concepts and five million concept names, all of which are from over a hundred controlled vocabularies and classification systems such as ICD10 [28], SNOMED [21] and LOINC [20]. The purpose of the Metathesaurus is to provide a basis of context and inter-context relationships between these various coding systems and vocabularies to provide a common basis of information exchange among the variety of clinical systems. UMLS also provides secure Web Services for querying its Knowledge Source Server (UMLSKS) for finding clinical concepts, retrieving concept details and mapping clinical terms.

D. XSL Transformations

Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) [19] is an XML-based language used for the transformation of XML documents into other XML or “human-readable” documents such as HTML or plain text. A transformation expressed in XSLT describes rules for transforming a source tree into a result tree. The transformation is achieved by associating patterns with templates. A pattern is matched against elements in the source tree. A template is instantiated to create part of the result tree. The result tree is separate from the source tree. The most recent version of XSLT is XSLT 2.0 [29].

III. PROVIDING THE INTEROPERABILITY OF THE EHRs AT THE STRUCTURAL LEVEL

Electronic Healthcare Records are “documents” describing the patient related healthcare data and, as such, they are organized into document components such as sections, entries and data elements. Indeed, the prominent EHR standards like HL7 CDA and 13606-1 structure the clinical documents from basic document components like “Sections” and “Entries” in HL7 CDA or “Compositions”, “Sections” and “Entries” in 13606-1 and nesting these basic components as needed.

Clearly, there can be many different ways of organizing the same clinical information even when the same EHR standard is used: the same information can be expressed through different components and the components can be nested differently. Hence, adhering to an EHR standard interface can make the EHR content machine processable but not interoperable unless a common schema is used. Although it is possible to resolve such structural differences by providing the detailed mappings among the XML schemas, this is a very tedious and expensive process requiring human expertise and labor.

A. Addressing the Structural Differences in the same EHR Standard

We propose to prevent such structural differences in the EHRs by taking the UN/CEFACT Core Component Technical Specification (CCTS) [18] approach in constructing the EHRs. CCTS provides a methodology to identify a set of reusable building blocks, called Core Components which represent the common data elements of business documents such as “Address”, “Amount”, or “Line Item”. These reusable building blocks are then assembled into business documents such as “Order” or “Invoice”.

![Fig. 1. The Examination EHR of NHIS, Turkey](image)

This approach is applicable to the healthcare domain and is in fact applied in realizing the National Health Information System (NHIS), Turkey. Turkey started by first building its National Health Data Dictionary (NHDD) [30] defining the commonly used healthcare data elements such as Address, Name, Main Diagnosis, Vaccination, and Treatment Method. In defining these data elements, HL7 Data Types are used [31]. Then, the Minimum Health Data Sets (MHDSs) are formed using these data elements. Some example MHDS are: Citizen/Foreigner Registration MHDS, Medical Examination MHDS, Prescription MHDS, Pregnant Monitoring MHDS, Cancer MHDS and Inpatient MHDS. Currently, there are 261 data elements and 46 Minimum Health Data Sets in the NHDD.

The EHR standard used in NHIS, Turkey is HL7 CDA R2. Apart from the Patient Registration Data Sets which correspond to “recordTarget” participant of CDA, all the Minimum Health Data Sets correspond to HL7 CDA sections. In other words, by combining the related Minimum Health Data Sets, different EHRs are created. Figure 1 shows the “Examination” EHR which is composed by re-using the related Minimum Health Data Sets: first, for the patient demographics information either the “Newborn Registration Data Set” or the “Citizen/Foreigner Registration Data Set” is used. “Examination Data Set” is complemented by the “Patient Admission Data
Set” and the “Patient Discharge Data Set”. When available “Examination” EHR contains one or more “Test Result Data Set” and “Prescription Data Set”.

In this way, that is, by specifying both the EHR schemas and their basic components as local standards, Turkey has achieved structural interoperability of the EHRs exchanged nationwide. Furthermore, NHIS, Turkey is open to extensions: Whenever there is a need for a new EHR document, the existing Minimum Health Data Sets are used; the new Minimum Health Data Sets are constructed by using the existent Data Elements and whenever the need arises, the NHDD is expanded by defining the new Data Elements.

B. Addressing the Structural Differences among Different EHR Standards

Different countries, different regions within the same country or different healthcare organizations within the same region may be using different EHR standards. In this section, we address the structural differences between the two prominent EHR standards, namely, HL7 CDA R2 and CEN EN 13606-1. We describe how to map them and automatically generate 13606-1 instances from CDA instances. In order to generate conformant 13606-1 instances from HL7 CDA R2 instances, first we define a mapping between the building blocks of CDA and CEN EN 13606-1.

In 13606-1, the “EHR Extract” is used to represent part or all of the health record information of a single subject of care extracted from an EHR provider system for the purposes of communication. “Folder” enables high-level logical grouping and organization of the “Composition”s. A “Composition” corresponds to a single clinical session of record interaction by definition [32]. Considering this 13606-1 document component structure semantics, an HL7 ClinicalDocument may correspond to an 13606-1 “Folder” or “Composition” and the first-level CDA sections correspond to 13606-1’s “Composition”s. In Figure 2, the mapping between HL7 CDA R2 and CEN EN 13606-1 components used in this work are given. Note that here, the CDA instances used are valid against both the CDA Schema and the MIF based validation tool [24]. The label “link” in the figure indicates that the source class on the left side is mapped to two classes on the right side: the first class stores the actual content of the source class and the second one holds a link to the first. For example, the actual content of “recordTarget” in CDA is held in a “demographic_extract” in 13606-1. To state that this “demographic_extract” keeps the information about the patient, it is linked by the “subjectOfCare” element.

A 13606-1 “Section” represents the clinical data within a “Composition” such as “abdominal examination” or “reason for encounter” and hence corresponds to a “Section” of CDA. A CDA “Section” contains “Entry” classes and an “Entry” class represents the clinical statement class of the Reference Information Model [23]. Examples include observations, evaluations, or a prescribed drug. 13606-1 “Entry”s directly map to the CDA “Entry” classes (Act, Observation, SubstanceAdministration, etc.) which are also termed as clinical statements. CEN 13606-3, which describes the “Reference Archetypes and Term Lists” [33], provides information on how to map the HL7 entry classes (Act, Observation, Procedure, SubstanceAdministration, Supply and Encounter) to CEN 13606 classes where an HL7 Entry class maps to a combination of “Entry”, “Cluster” and “Element” classes of 13606-1.

In transforming the CDA “Entry” classes to CEN 13606, the mapping definitions in 13606-3 are used. However, the two CDA “Entry” classes, namely, the “Consumable” and the “Organizer” classes are missing from the mapping definitions and therefore extensions are made to cover these classes. In 13606-1, “Element” is the leaf node of the EHR hierarchy containing a single value. “Element”s can optionally be grouped within a “Cluster” to form multi-part data structures. These two classes correspond to attributes and elements of the CDA “Entry” classes.

In 13606-1, “demographic_extract” element is used to store information about the participant of the EHR, including the patient, the author or the healthcare organization. Therefore participants such as “author”, “recordTarget”, “indirectTarget” and “custodian” in CDA map to this element.

Once this mapping is completed, the second step is to develop the necessary XSLT rules for automatic transformation of CDA instances to valid 13606-1 instances. However, unlike HL7, CEN/TC251 does not provide a machine-processable schema for 13606 reference model. CEN/TC251 models the 13606-1 Reference Model as a UML class diagram and it is clearly stated in the normative content of the standard specification that just being compatible with this class diagram is necessary for conformance. There are some efforts to develop the XML Schema Definitions (XSD) of 13606-1 such as the LinkEHR XSDs [34]. We used the LinkEHR XSDs with some extensions for the missing parts. The developed CEN 13606 XSDs and the complete XSLT file are available in our Web page [35].
In order to provide insight to the transformation process, we present a simple example for the transformation of a CDA entry class, namely observation, to 13606-1. An example observation instance is presented in Figure 3. This instance has four elements two of which are simple attributes. The “classCode” declares that this is an Observation class. The “moodCode” value “EVN” states that this observation is an already completed event. Then the instance has two elements, “code” for annotating the meaning of the observation, which is “Main diagnosis” from SNOMED-CT and “value” for presenting this diagnosis as a coded value from ICD-10 meaning “malaria”.

Fig. 3. An Example observation from CDA

CEN 13606-3 models this CDA “Entry” class as an “Entry” in the 13606 reference model. This “Entry” involves one “Cluster” composed of “Element”’s each of which are used for modeling one property (attribute/element) of the CDA “Entry” class. There are four properties to map to the “Element”’s. Due to space limitations, only a part of 13606-1 counterpart of the CDA observation, namely, the “Element” for “code” of the observation is given in Figure 4. A detailed example transforming the complete examination CDA document to CEN 13606 is given in [35].

Fig. 4. CEN 13606 Conformant “ELEMENT” Corresponding to “code” of “observation” in CDA

Finally, we note that when different EHR standards are used, the interoperability of the data types may become a problem. What is promising in this respect is the ongoing standardization effort for the harmonization of data types from HL7 Version 3, ISO 11404, CEN 13606 and the past ISO work on healthcare data types and the joint efforts of ISO/TC 215, HL7 and Connecting for Health [36].

IV. PROVIDING THE INTEROPERABILITY OF THE EHRs AT THE SEMANTIC LEVEL

Semantic interoperability in eHealth is the ability for information shared by systems to be understood at the level of formally defined domain concepts so that the information is computer processable by the receiving system [37]. The semantic encoding of the data elements is achieved by using coded terms from code systems such as LOINC [20] or SNOMED CT [21].

When the code systems to be used with each data element is fixed, semantic interoperability can be achieved. For example, in NHIS, Turkey, if a data element is defined in the National Health Data Dictionary as coded or classified, then within the definition of the data element, the related code/classification system is given in the “HCRS System Code” field. Additionally, all these code systems are available at the Health Coding Reference Server (HCRS) [38] as Web services to be directly used by the applications generating EHRs to check whether the code used in a data element exists in the related code system.

However, cross border semantic interoperability of the EHRs is a challenge because different countries may be using different code systems and may additionally have local code systems. Therefore, even when the document schema can be processed without a problem at the receiving end, the coded terms used may be undecipherable.

The need for common terminology services has been recognized by HL7 and ISO and an initiative has started for defining and standardizing Common Terminology Services (CTS) [39]. CTS focuses on the common functional characteristics that an external terminology system must be able to provide, rather than specifying what an external terminology system must look like [39]. In other words, CTS defines an Application Programming Interface (API) that can be used when accessing and exchanging terminological content. The Web Service Description Language (WSDL) bindings of the APIs are also provided as normative content.

CTS is categorized into three main models: Message, Vocabulary and Translation (Code Mapping). The Message API is specific to HL7. Its purpose is to allow variety of HL7 message processing applications to create, validate and translate coded data types. On the other hand, the Vocabulary API is generic and is utilized by the Message API to allow applications to access different terminologies. As the name implies, Code Mapping API is used for code translation between different coding systems. Additionally, Message and Vocabulary models have “browsing” and “run time” sections. While “run time” functions are used for querying and retrieving from the terminology servers, “browsing” functions are used for defining and creating content for them.

Having a standard interface to access the terminology services is important to achieve semantic interoperability: the CTS allows applications to use a single interface to access different terminology servers such as the local terminology servers or the Unified Medical Language System Knowledge Source Server (UMLSKS) [22] or GALEN [40].
A. Using Common Terminology Services (CTS) for Translation between the Code Systems

In order to access the existing terminology servers using CTS, CTS interfaces must be mapped to the interfaces of the existing terminology servers. Although the terminology servers all implement similar functionalities, they have different interfaces.

In this section, we describe how to implement the CTS functions with the operations of one of the prominent and publicly available terminology servers, namely, UMLS [22]. Such an implementation is essential to get content from UMLSKS using a CTS interface.

UMLS provides secure Web Services for querying the Knowledge Source Server to find clinical concepts, to retrieve concept details, or to map clinical terms. In Table I, we provide the correspondences between the CTS Vocabulary Runtime, Vocabulary Browsing and Code Mapping Functions and the UMLSKS Web Service Operations. In order to implement a CTS function with the UMLSKS operations, the following steps are necessary:

- As shown in Table I, a CTS function may correspond to a number of UMLSKS operations. While implementing a CTS function through the UMLSKS operations, the arguments of the CTS function must be properly mapped to the arguments of the UMLSKS operations.

- In CTS, all the code systems are identified by their Object Identifiers (OID), for example the OID for ICD10 is “2.16.840.1.113883.6.3”. However, UMLSKS uses the abbreviations of the code systems as identifiers, such as SNOMEDCT or ICD10, rather than the object identifiers. The solution we propose is to maintain a table, namely, the “OID-Abbreviations” table, giving the correspondences between the OIDs of code systems used in CTS and their abbreviations.

As an example, Figure 5 gives the procedure that implements the CTS mapConceptCode function with the UMLSKS operations findCUBySabCode and getConceptProperties. mapConceptCode takes three arguments: “fromCodeSystemOID” is the OID of the code system and “code” is the code to be mapped. “toCodeSystemOID” is the OID of the target code system. Given the OID of a code system, the function findNameFromOID returns the corresponding abbreviation by using the “OID-Abbreviations” table. Then, the findCUBySabCode (Find Concept Unique Identifier by Source Abbreviations and Code) UMLSKS operation is called to find the UMLS concept corresponding to the input code and the code system. UMLS has its own generic concepts and the codes from various code systems such as ICD10, SNOMEDCT are bound to these concepts. Once the generic UMLS concept
is accessed, it is possible to get all the “terms” that are bound to this concept. `findCUIBySabCode` returns the id of the UMLS concept. The details of this concept is retrieved by calling `getConceptProperties`. The procedure, as shown in Figure 5, iterates over all the terms bound to this UMLS concept to find the matching code in the target code system.

As an example, suppose that we wish to map “J45” which is the code for “asthma” in ICD10 to its SNOMEDCT equivalent. `mapConceptCode` is called with “2.16.840.1.113883.6.3”, “J45” and “2.16.840.1.113883.6.96” as the arguments. “2.16.840.1.113883.6.3” is the OID of ICD10, “J45” is the code for “asthma” in ICD10 and “2.16.840.1.113883.6.96” is the OID of SNOMEDCT. Then, `findCUIBySabCode` is called with “2009AB” (UMLS release version), “J45” and “ICD10” as the arguments. It returns the UMLS concept id for “asthma”, namely “C0004096”. Then the procedure retrieves the details for this concept by calling `getConceptProperties` and searches the terms bound to this UMLS concept until it finds the one whose abbreviation is SNOMEDCT. The result is “195967001” which is the code of “asthma” in SNOMEDCT. All of the CTS-UMLS mappings provided in Table 1 can be implemented in this way.

Another problem to be addressed in cross-border semantic EHR interoperability is mapping the locally developed codes and code systems to their target counter parts. Since the local codes are developed in the local language of a country, when mapping them to the target code system, the language problem must also be addressed.

It is clear that the `mapConceptCode` procedure cannot handle such cases because the locally developed code systems do not exist in a global terminology server.

In order to address this problem, we designed an additional layer: we maintain a table, called “DesignationCodeMappingTable” (Figure 6) containing the designations of the local codes and the corresponding English terms. This gives us the ability to query a terminology server just with the designation of a code, that is, with its human-readable name in English, such as “Main diagnosis” instead of the code and the code system. Then, by implementing a new function, namely, `mapCodeThroughDesignation` which returns the code in the target code system when a designation and target code system is given, it becomes possible to get the equivalent code in the target code system. Note that CTS may consider making this useful function a part of its Code Mapping API.

![Fig. 5. A Procedure Implementing mapConceptCode CTS function with UMLS operations](image-url)

![Fig. 6. “DesignationCodeMappingTable” for “Diagnosis Type” Code System](image-url)

![Fig. 7. A Procedure Implementing mapCodeThroughDesignation function with UMLS operations](image-url)
SNOMEDCT.

Turkey is one of the countries that developed its own code systems in addition to using the international code systems. In Section IV-B, we explain how to implement our approach for automatically translating Turkish local codes to codes from international target code systems. Note that all the translated codes are checked by healthcare professionals.

B. An Example Application of the Semantic Translation Environment

As stated earlier, the majority of the data elements defined in the CDA based EHR documents of Turkey are coded locally, and they get their values from the coding systems in the Health Coding Reference Server (HCRS) [38]. The HCRS is comprised of 178 coding systems only four of which are international, such as ICD10 [28] and ICPC2 [41].

In order to provide cross-border semantic interoperability support to NHIS, Turkey, we use the code mapping approach presented in Section IV-A, as shown in Figure 8. First, all the coded values in a CDA document are retrieved with simple XPath [42] expressions. Then the mapCodeThroughDesignation function is called with the designations of these values and the corresponding international counterparts are fetched from the terminology server. Finally, the local codes are replaced with codes from target international code systems according to the user preferences.

The “DesignationCodeMappingTable” for the “Diagnosis type” code system in the HCRS is presented in Figure 6. The manual steps of the environment are entering the English translations of the Turkish designations into the “engDesignation” field and checking the results returned for consistency and correctness. The “tarCodeSystem” field stores the name of the target code system that the code will be mapped to. It is possible to specify distinct target code systems for each code in a local code system or enforce just one for the complete code system. If a value from the target code system occurs in the mapCodeThroughDesignation function response, then it will be chosen. Else, the decision is done based on the user preferences. If the user provides alternative target code systems, then they are checked. Otherwise, just the English translations of the designations are replaced in the CDA document. In the “Diagnosis type” code system, the SNOMEDCT is preferred as the target code system because of its extensive content and wide usage such as, the UK [43] and the USA [44].

In order to increase the system performance by reducing the number of Web Service calls to the UMLSKS, the retrieved results are stored locally to a table as shown in Figure 9 which corresponds to the “variant” field of the “DesignationCodeMappingTable”. When a local code is to be translated, this table is checked first to avoid an unnecessary Web service call to the UMLSKS.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The HL7 CDA R2 based Electronic Healthcare Records are collected from the healthcare providers via National Health Information System (NHIS) Web Services in Turkey. There are 25 HL7 Web Services for different EHR formats such as “Examination”, “Pregnant Observation” or “Diabetes” that are composed of Minimum Health Data Sets, and they conform to the HL7 Web Services Profile [45]. There are some non-HL7 Web Services for the rarely used EHR formats as well. All of these Web Services have been heavily tested and evaluated during the development stage of the NHIS, Turkey.

The testing phase is composed of two main sub-phases: functional testing and performance testing. NHIS Web Services do not just get the EHR documents from healthcare providers and store somewhere; instead they first run validity constraints on the documents against schemas, business rules, Health Coding Reference Server (HCRS), etc. Functional testing covered this part, i.e. it evaluated whether the Web Services act as they supposed to do in every possible case. Functional testing started in February 2008 and ended in August 2008. During this period, thousands of EHR documents have been prepared and exchanged with the Web Services. Some of the functional testing items are: conformity of the Web Services to the defined EHR XML schemas; control of mandatory, optional and conditional elements; control of coded...
elements against the HCRS; HL7 data type checks and conformity of the EHR documents against the defined business rules such as the examination beginning time should be prior to ending time. Numerous errors have been detected in the Web Services as a result of this testing process and all of them are corrected before the Web Services went public.

After we are satisfied with the functional responsibilities of the Web Services, we started performance testing under heavy load. Since healthcare providers and general practitioners from all over the country are obliged to send their EHRs, high performance and 7/24 availability of the NHIS is essential to achieve. Performance testing started in September 2008 and ended in December 2008. During this period, millions of EHR documents have been exchanged with the NHIS Web Services. Some example performance testing frequencies are 20 EHR documents a second and million documents a night. These tests revealed that in the beginning Web Services had severe performance issues, such as memory, logging and response time problems. As a result, several enhancements most of which are software related have been done on the services.

Starting from January 15, 2009 the healthcare providers are sending real data to the NHIS Web Services. By January 2010, almost all public hospitals and a great majority of private and university hospitals are sending the EHRs constructed for the patients on a daily basis. Soon, the remaining healthcare providers will complete their integration phase. The overall EHR exchange rate is intense; as of January 2010, 150-200 thousand EHR documents are being sent to the servers of Ministry of Health on a daily basis. These numbers present the success of the NHIS and naturally the followed approach. The outcome of the UN/CEFACT Core Component Technical Specification (CCTS) approach is the comfortable understanding of rather complex EHR schemas by the developers and thus fast adaptation of the Hospital Information System (HIS) vendors. There are over 65 registered HIS vendors in Turkey and currently all of them are equipped with invaluable (HIS) vendors. There are over 65 registered HIS vendors in Turkey and currently all of them are equipped with invaluable experience about international healthcare informatics standards such as HL7, CDA and ICD10.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Cross-border interoperability of Electronic Healthcare Records are on the agenda of many countries. For example, in EU when a patient is taken ill while abroad, in an EU country other than his own, arrangements exist for the payment of costs. However, when it comes to making the most out of such arrangements, it is also necessary to access his previous clinical history through machine processable and interoperable EHRs.

In this article, we address the two important issues in cross-border EHR interoperability: interoperability of EHR structures and the interoperability of the code systems used.

For the structural interoperability, we propose to adapt the UN/CEFACT Core Component Technical Specification (CCTS) to the eHealth domain and build the EHRs starting from the basic data elements. Then the Minimum Health Data Sets are created from these data elements and EHRs from the Minimum Health Data Sets in return. This approach standardizes the basic components and how they are composed. Additionally, in order to address the interoperability among different EHR standards, we identify the correspondences between the basic document components of the two prominent EHR standards namely, HL7 v3 CDA R2 and CEN EN 13606-1 and then describe how to transform a source EHR schema in one standard into a target EHR schema in another standard by using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT) rules.

It should be noted that there is an ongoing joint work by HL7 and CEN for modeling EHRcom with the HL7 Reference Information Model [46] where Domain Message Information Model (D-MIM) [47] and Refined Message Information Model (R-MIM) [48] of EHR Extract reference model is developed. When this work is concluded, achieving interoperability of CEN EHRcom and HL7 CDA will be facilitated.

Semantic interoperability in eHealth is achieved through formally defined code systems. Since it does not seem plausible for all the EHR systems to use the same code system, we propose to use HL7 Common Terminology Services (CTS) to translate between different code systems. In this work, we use UMLSKS for as the terminology server because it is publicly available. However, the approach proposed can be used with any terminology server including the locally developed ones or other global ones such as GALEN [40].

The implementation is realized on the Java Platform, Standard Edition 6. In the transformation module, Saxon XSLT processor [49] is used as the built-in XSLT processor. Saxon offers open-source implementation with a very good performance. In the translation module, Axis [50] is used as the Web Service Framework.
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